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We helped Samsung Design Centre present the exhibition “Resonance”, diving into a dialogue between the 

analog and the digital world. It is an immersive world that allows people to experience technology inhabiting 

their lives.

Interactions between people and technology are changing the way we see, hear and feel. 

We explored the intersections of life and technology beyond the screen to reflect Samsung’s human-centric 

design philosophy of “Be Bold. Resonate with Soul.”

The exhibition captures the resonance between guests and artworks, while also exploring the future of design. 

It allows intuitive experiences to affect each other and thus to resonate with observers. Each exhibit invites 

guests to make art with “daily behavior” and reacts to these natural actions, such as breathing, speaking, or 

touching. It completely abstains from digital applications. Interactions take place with real objects in the 

surroundings and convey authentic sensory impressions.

I participated in the concept ideation and exhibition design of this project with our team.



Project Background

Communicate and deliver Samsung Design Philosophy “Be Bold. Resonate with Soul.” 
to visitors under the given context of the relationship between humans and technology 

The Key Objective

Target Audience
Millennials, Opinion leaders, Design influencers, Design community

Design Direction
Our design closely matches Samsung's design principles and visual language  
https://design.samsung.com/global/contents/one-ui/

https://design.samsung.com/global/contents/one-ui/


The Approach

How to integrate the new design concept with Samsung’s technology?

Develop experiences that interface human emotions with Samsung technology.



Design Methodology



Experience Journey

Technology can enrich your life when it becomes intuitive.

If you use it 
instinctively

with your senses

If it can reach you
emotionally 

through your soul

If you understand it
naturally 

with your mind



Space Layout
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Intro
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Design Overview

Visitors will first discover a maze-like space filled with beautiful lights, and experience through natural interactions based on daily behavior. 

Resonating with breath, with sound, with sight, with touch, with motion, visitors ultimately become part of the exhibition. 

Video Link

https://youtu.be/hqiYu43XLKk

Whirlwind
See your voice

Dandelion
Breathe to give life

Aloft
Touch to defy gravity

Whirlwind
Resonate with motion

Prism
Resonate with motion

https://youtu.be/hqiYu43XLKk


Discovery

Dandelion
Breathe to give life

The first exhibit “Dandelion” resonates with breath and fosters self-awareness.

Breathe deeply and exhale to see what happens next. Expanding spheres dilate 

and contract to the delicate rhythm of the user breathing in and out.



Mock-up

Metallic colored Hoberman sphere

We tested numerous kinds of models. Surprisingly, I booked a super cheap and 

suitable one on TAOBAO! Finally, we transported these spheres to Europe. 

Thanks to Alibaba! It did save a lot of money for the project.



Aloft
Touch to defy gravity

Discovery

“Aloft”, the third section, further resonates with the presence of the audience. 

Thousands of particles react to each and every touch.
The white balls are elevated by air ventilation and float and glide in the 
slipstream of the visitor.



Mock-up

Polystyrene balls

Touch to defy gravity



Immersion

Prism
The final experience, an immersive environment

Large round mirror surfaces 

reflect the colored light shadows of the visitors onto the wall.

Those who place themselves in the cone of light will find resonating 

quotations on the surfaces of the wall.



Design Iterations

First ideation: Garden Second ideation: Water Final one: Prism

Embed RGB light source between these 

elements and the light spots in the garden will 
follow the movement of people.

Immersed in a dream of water.

The water flow in the surroundings will flow 
with the movement of people.

Use the prism objects to reflect the light source, 

making people immersed in the dream of light 
and interact with the image of the light.

Inspired by glass prisms

Floor plan

3D renderings


